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Key messagesKey messages

Buildings are (the?) key to reaching ambitious mitigation targets…
…but they can also lock us into high(er) GHG concentration levels
for many decades

Suboptimal retrofits and new construction are a major climate risk

EE in buildings may also have the largest co-benefits among
mitigation options
But - since efficiency is unsexy and intangible, measuring and
convincingly documenting its performance is crucial for to unlocking
its potential
We need to go much further: A suggested evaluation progress
agenda



EE in buildings is key toEE in buildings is key to
climate change mitigationclimate change mitigation
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The buildings sector offers the largest lowThe buildings sector offers the largest low--
cost potential in all world regions by 2030cost potential in all world regions by 2030
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Few sectors can deliver the magnitude ofFew sectors can deliver the magnitude of
emission reduction neededemission reduction needed

know-how has recently developed that we can build and
retrofit buildings to achieve 60 – 90% savings as
compared to standard practice in all climate zones
(providing similar or increased service levels)

Photos from Gunter Lang



Buildings utilising passive solar
construction (“PassivHaus”)

Source: Jan Barta, Center for Passive Buildings, www.pasivnidomy.cz
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Few sectors can deliver the magnitude ofFew sectors can deliver the magnitude of
emission reduction neededemission reduction needed

know-how has recently developed that we can build and
retrofit buildings to achieve 60 – 90% savings as
compared to standard practice in all climate zones
(providing similar or increased service levels)
Novel methods developed for mitigation potential
assessment that considers buildings as complex
systems rather than independent sums of components
New scenarios are constructed under the Global Energy
Assessment, with co-funding from UNEP SBCI, that
reflect this new approach

Photos from Gunter Lang
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Final thermal energy consumption in theFinal thermal energy consumption in the
world’s buildings, 2005world’s buildings, 2005--20502050

Using stateUsing state--ofof--thethe--art and costart and cost--effective construction knoweffective construction know--howhow
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Final heating and cooling energy consumptionFinal heating and cooling energy consumption
20052005 –– 20502050, EuropeEurope

Western Europe Eastern Europe
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CO2 emission reductions until 2050CO2 emission reductions until 2050
Heating and cooling, HungaryHeating and cooling, Hungary

CO2 Emissions - Residential and Public Buildings
Including Buildings Built After 2010
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Opportunity or risk?Opportunity or risk?

The size of the potential lockThe size of the potential lock--in effectin effect
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KLÍMAVÁLTOZÁS - ENERGIATUDATOSSÁG – ENERGIAHATÉKONYSÁG
V. Nemzetközi Konferencia SZEGED, 2009. április 16-17.
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The lockThe lock--in effectin effect
Final world thermal energy consumptionFinal world thermal energy consumption
StateState--ofof--thethe--art vs. suboptimal retrofitsart vs. suboptimal retrofits
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CO2 emission reductions until 2050CO2 emission reductions until 2050
Heating and cooling final energy use, HungaryHeating and cooling final energy use, Hungary

CO2 Emissions - Residential and Public Buildings
Including Buildings Built After 2010
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Final heating and cooling energy consumptionFinal heating and cooling energy consumption
20052005 –– 20502050, Western EuropeWestern Europe

State-of-the-Art Scenario Sub-Optimal Scenario



CoCo--benefitsbenefits -- the entry pointsthe entry points
to policyto policy--making?making?

CoCo--benefits of energybenefits of energy--efficiency in buildingsefficiency in buildings
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Quantified nonQuantified non--energy benefits of buildingenergy benefits of building
energyenergy--efficiency programs (1/5)efficiency programs (1/5)
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Quantified nonQuantified non--energy benefits ofenergy benefits of
building energybuilding energy--efficiency programs (2/5)efficiency programs (2/5)
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Quantified nonQuantified non--energy benefits ofenergy benefits of
building energybuilding energy--efficiency programs (3/5)efficiency programs (3/5)
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Quantified nonQuantified non--energy benefits ofenergy benefits of
building energybuilding energy--efficiency programs (4/5)efficiency programs (4/5)
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Quantified nonQuantified non--energy benefits ofenergy benefits of
building energybuilding energy--efficiency programs (5/5)efficiency programs (5/5)
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In many countries, highIn many countries, high--performanceperformance
buildings are not primarily abuildings are not primarily a

green, but agreen, but a socialsocial andand economiceconomic
agendaagendaa wide-scale renovation program can create

app. 130,000 net jobs in130,000 net jobs in HuHu alonealone (vs. the “1
million” estimated for the whole EU for the
20/20/20 target)
…and save 59%59% of Hungary’s peakpeak (January)
natural gas import needsnatural gas import needs Fuel poverty is a
rising problem in Europe
According to a new study, app. 2500 lives are
lost in Hungary alone each year
By the UK definition, over 80% of Hungarian
households are fuel poor
A widespread deep (!) building energy retrofit
program can eliminate fuel povertyeliminate fuel poverty
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However, hard facts, robust numbersHowever, hard facts, robust numbers
needed on exneeded on ex--post evaluations:post evaluations:
energy efficiency has worked!energy efficiency has worked!

while efficiency is often first in rhetoric, it is far
from being first when it comes to action
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However, hard facts, robust numbersHowever, hard facts, robust numbers
needed on exneeded on ex--post evaluations:post evaluations:

energy efficiency works!energy efficiency works!
while efficiency is often first in rhetoric, it is far
from being first when it comes to action
Efficiency is not “sexy”, photogenic
For efficiency to become a market-compatible
commodity, standardised MRV is needed
…just doing it is not enough…
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A longA long--term agenda for progressterm agenda for progress
in energy (program) evaluationin energy (program) evaluation
be honest about ex-post results vs. expected savings
(ex-ante)
Ex-ante: evaluate the locklock--in riskin risk
We need to go beyond measuring direct costs and
benefits (savings)

quantify/monetise nonnon--energy benefitsenergy benefits
Ex-post

Quantify/monetise transaction costs and other indirectindirect
costscosts/hassles

Ideally, evaluations should be conducted on a lifecycle
basis – going beyond the operational phase

If GHGs measured, non-CO2 should also be included
(app. 2/3 of F-gas emissions are related to buildings!)



Thank you for your attentionThank you for your attention
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